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AbstractAn citro biaxial mechanical properties of rabbit skin were investigated with experimental system 
reported previously (Lanir and Fung. 1973). The basic mechanical propertres of rabbit skin are presented. 
Their investigation requires appropriate test procedures to ensure reliability of the results. The main fea- 
tures of biaxial stress-strain-history relations in relaxation tests and constant-rate-of stretch tests as well 
as their dependence on temperature are presented and discussed. 

INTRODtiCTlOS 

The mechanical properties of skin are important indi- 
cators of pathological situations (edema, Ehlers- 
Danlos syndrome, wound healing etc.). Precise know- 
ledge of the mechanical properties of the skin will be 
of great value to plastic surgeons in designing the size. 
shape and orientation of skin grafts. 

Mechanical tests of skin reported so far were mainly 
associated with specific test conditions with an attempt 
either to standardize them for clinical use or to con- 
struct a rheological model based on the data obtained. 
Papers in the literature show that indentation tests 
(Kirk and Kvorning, 1949; Sokoloff. 1966) are repeat- 
able. nontraumatic and relatively easy to perform in 
clinical conditions. The same applies to irt cico tor- 
sional tests (Finlay, 1970; Vasblom, 1967; Duggan, 
1967) and in cino uniaxial stretching tests (Kenedi et n/., 
1964). On the other hand, skin-fold and viscous-com- 
pressibility tests (Tregear, 1966; Clegg and Kent. 1967: 
Hickmann et al.. 1966). as well as tests involving infla- 
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: This is believed to be true in the physiological stress 
range considered in the present paper. Hard data for the 
skin are lacking. In the case of arteries, Carew et al. (1968) 
have shown that the bulk modulus is about 1000 times the 
Young’s modulus when the mean pressure in the artery is 
100 mm Hg. corresponding to a Poisson’s ratio of 04998 in 
a linear incremental relation between stress and strain. The 
compressibility is often attributed to the movement of water 
in or out of the tissue. The permeability of the skin is com- 
parable with that of the artery; hence incompressibility in 
the physiological stress range may be assumed If a much 
higher stress level was considered. for example. in studying 
tearing or breaking of the skin, this assumption is not valid. 

tion or suction of a circular membrane (Grahame and 
Holt, 1969) are associated with both the elasticity of 
the skin and the Huid permeability through it; such 
tests are ditlicult to interpret. The simplest in vitro tests 
are uniaxial tension tests (Ridge and Wright, 1964; 
1966) in which the effect of the surrounding tissues is 
completely eliminated. 

These in ciro and irt vitro tests can yield some infor- 
mation on the mechanical properties of the skin. but 
they do not yield a complete three-dimensional stress- 
strain-history relationship and are therefore insuffi- 
cient for any detailed exploration of the mechanics of 
the skin in surgery and physiology. The effects of the 
surrounding tissues are unknown in the irl cico tests. 
The uniaxial tests are limited in scope. Attempts to 
compare the results of different tests (Tregear. 1966: 
White et nl.. 1971) have not met with great success 
mainly because it is difficult to extrapolate from 
several partial tests to gain a whole picture. A compre- 
hensive three-dimensional model of the skin can be 
constructed only on the basis of three-dimensional 
tests. Fortunately. the skin may be regarded as an in- 
compressible material (for which the bulk modulus is 
many orders of magnitude larger than the shear 
modulus and Young’s modulus).f For an incompres- 
sible material any change in the third dimension can 
be calculated from the changes in the other two dimen- 
sions. Therefore a complete three-dimensional model 
can be derived from a complete two-dimensional test. 
For the skin, a complete two-dimensional test has not 
been. reported so far because of obvious difficulties in 
controhing load and stretching on several boundaries 
at the same time. In a previous article (Lanir and Fung. 
1973) the authors report details of a hvo-dimensional 
experimental system that was developed at LJCSD and 
used for testing rabbit skin. In the present work the 
results of those tests are reported. 
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PREPARATIOX OF THE SPECIMEN 

Specimens from -17 albino male rabbits. weighing 
between 2.2 and 2.5 kg were tested. The rabbits were 
sacrificed by injection of sodium pentobarbital and 
thoroughly shaved in the belly area. A rectangular 
specimen from an area exterior to the nipple line was 
separated from the fatty layer and removed. Prior to 
this its dimensions in situ while the rabbit was lying on 
its side with legs in normal angle to the body were 
measured. The specimen was allowed to relax for 15 
min on a lucite plate moistened with normal saline 
solution, The relaxed dimensions were measured for 
evaluation of the in cico extension ratios. A rectangular 
specimen of 35 x 35 mm was cut out in such a manner 
that two boundaries were parallel to the body length 
direction and two boundaries were normal to it. The 
volume of the specimen was calculated from the weight 
of the specimen in air and in normal saline. The 
volume was used to evaluate the thickness of the speci- 
men (Ellis, 1969). The specimen was then stapled on its 
edges by 36 equally spaced small staples (TOT 50 
Swingline), which were connected by silk threads to 4 
force distributors (Lanir and Fung, 1973) inside a 
specially designed temperature controlled bath tray. 
Sudan black dissolved in alcohol was used to paint two 
pairs of straight black lines on the top (epidermis) side 
of the skin. The open compartment of the bath tray 
was filled with normal saline, the lower, closed com- 
partment was connected to the thermoregulator, preset 
at a selected temperature. The specimen was allowed 
to relax for another 15 min while Hoating in the 
solution. Its relaxed dimensions were then measured 
both manually and by the electro-optical video dimen- 
sional analyzer (Lanir and Fung. 1973). Any further 
measurements of the specimen’s dimensions were done 
by the video dimensional analyzer. 

METHOD 

Several kinds of tests were carried out: 
1. Biaxial slow-rate-of-stretching tests in which the 

rectangular specimen is stretched in one direction at a 
constant rate (0.02, 0.2 and 2.0 mm/set) while the 
dimension in the other direction is kept constant. 

2. Uniaxial slow-rate-of-stretching tests in which 
the specimen is stretched in one direction at the con- 
stant rates named above, while no load is applied on 
the edges in the other direction. 

3. Biaxial relaxation tests in which the specimen is 
quickly stretched (at a speed of about 80 cm/set) in one 
direction while the dimension in the other direction is 
kept constant. At the end of stretching the dimensions 
are kept constant while the stress relaxes. 

4. Uniaxial relaxation tests in which the specimen is 

quickly stretched in one direction while the other edges 
are left free. At the end of stretching the length of speci- 
men is kept constant. 

5. Effect of temperature on biaxial relaxation rests. 
6. Effect of temperature on relaxed stresses when the 

specimen is kept in constant dimensions. 
These experiments yield information on the consti- 

tutive equation of the skin and the effect of tempera- 
ture on it. In addition, experiments were performed to 
check the uniqueness of the unstressed configuration, 
repeatability of data, preconditioning procedures, 
effect of swelling, degradation of the material with 
time, and the orthotropy of the material. 

RESULTS 

In the following we present findings relating to some 
basic mechanical properties of rabbit skin: 

1. Repeatability of results 

In a living skin metabolic activity is always present. 
How does metabolism in the skin affect its mechanical 
behavior? This question will be examined from several 
points of view. 

a. Preconditioning. It is known (e.g. Fung. 1971) that 
successive cyclic uniaxial tests of tissue yield unequal 
results which converge as the number of cycle in- 
creases. Hence, one way to ensure repeatability of 
results is to precondition the tissue by carrying out a 
test procedure several times until the results converge. 
It was found in the present work that biaxial tests 
require biaxial preconditioning; i.e. by repeating the 
biaxial procedure a number of times, rather than by 
performing successive uniaxial procedures in different 
directions. 

b. Dispersion ofresdts. Results of identical mechani- 
cal tests vary about a mean. Relaxation curves can be 
defined in the statistical sense of ensemble averages 
after preconditioning (see Fig. 1). 

c. Cirri~~tress of rtnstressed configuration. The ques- 
tion of the existence of a unique unstressed configur- 
ation of a skin specimen is of great importance. Not all 
viscoelastic materials have unique unstressed configur- 
ations: elastic materials, Voigt materials and Kelvin 
materials do; Maxwell materials do not. If it exists, 
then all deformations may be referred to the unique 
unstressed configuration, and we can speak of well- 
defined strain components. If it exists, then a unification 
of different kinds of tests is possible. 

Our tests on rabbit skin indicate that if a specimen 
is allowed to relax for a sufficiently long time after any 
biaxial testing, the dimensions of the specimen will 
return to those of the initial unstressed configuration 
provided that at no point during the testing history 
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Fig. 1. Display of results of two sets of successive identical relaxation tests performed on two specimens. 
Vertical axis shows force. Horizontal axis indicates time (approximately in log scale). Each test lasted Z 
min and uas followed by 1 min rest. Note preconditioning pattern on the first few cycles of the first speci- 

men. and regular patterns after preconditioning. 

was any surface dimension alloued to decrease below 
its value in the initial unstressed configuration. The 
condition of the absence of negative strain seems to be 
quite imperative with regard to the uniqueness of un- 
stressed configuration. Note that this condition is not 
met in an uniaxial tension test. in which the lateral 
dimensions are allowed to shrink. It is not surprising, 
then, that a specimen often fails to return to the un- 
stressed state after uniaxial tension tests. 

In practical experiments. however. it is impractical 
to wait a very long time between successive tests. The 
approach adopted in this work was to observe that 
each kind of test has a unique equilibrium configur- 
ation of its own to which all results of this kind of tests 
are related. AI1 these equilibrium configurations are 
related in turn to the initial unstressed configurations. 

d. Degdarion of the specimrrl with time. This ques- 
tion was checked in special tests in which specimens 
were mounted, preconditioned, tested. allowed to relax 
in cold ( - 1O’C) normal saline for 24 hr and then pre- 
conditioned and tested again in an identical manner. 
The results showed no degradation. Repetition at 
room temperature again showed no degradation. For 
additional confidence-in most of the regular tests 
(excluding the tests in which the tissue was irreversibly 
altered by fast changes of temperaturetthe first test 

of a series vvas repeated in the end. No significant 
degradation was observed in any of the specimens. 
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Fio ~ 3. Time course of swelling of two fresh specimens im- 
mersed in normal saline solution at different temperatures. 

Swelling is expressed as weight in air. 
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2. Effrcr of‘nwlfir1g 
course of swelling of two iresh rabbit skin specimens. 
One feature seen from Fig. 2 is that most of the swell- 

The skin specimens swell in the saline bath. As a ing takes place within 3-4 hr after immersion. In order 
result their volume increased. Figure 2 shous the time to eliminate the possibility of different effects of swell- 
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Fig. 3. Variation ofanisotropy in different specimens. (a) A specimen with similar responses in two normal 
directions. The solid curve refers to a biaxial stretch in the direction along the length of the body while 
the transverse direction is kept at the relaxed dimension. The dotted curve refers to stretching in the direc- 
tion of the width of the body. Tension in the direction of stretching is shown. (b) A specimen with 

different responses in two normal directions. 



,=jc3 _. 1. Photograph of2 s~tcimen before 2nd 2kr stretching. The .y-dirrcrior? is aiong rhe ieng~i; of th: 
body. ?--Jot= the stretching of the black lines marked on the skin. These lines did not rotate. 
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ing on the results, all specimens were allowed to swell 
for 4 hr before data was collected. 

The effect of swelling on the mechanical behavior of 
rabbit skin was checked as follows. Uniaxial tension 
tests of vertically mounted fresh specimens were per- 
formed in an Instron machine with the specimens 
exposed to air. The results were compared with those 
of an identical test performed on the same specimens 
after immersion in normal saline solution for 1 hr. The 
comparison showed that the swelling affects the 
mechanical behavior considerably: it decreases the 
stress for equal strain. This result raises the question 
of the relevance of the iu citro tests to the in cico condi- 
tion. More precise tests of the effect of swelling are 
needed in order to arrive at a correct interpretation of 
the results of in ttitt-o tests. 

indication of the orthotropl is the fact that upon 
homogeneous stretching in the directions of the Length 
and width of the body the stained black lines on the 
specimen (parallel to the direction of stretching-see 
Lanir and Fung. 1973) do not rotate (see Fig. 4). This 
suggests the absence of shear strain in the sy-direction. 

Anisotropy of the rabbit skin in the direction normal 
to its surface is demonstrated in Fig. 5. .A specimen teas 
stretched in the longitudinal direction while the trans- 
verse direction was stress free. The dimensions in both 
s- and y-directions were measured simultaneously. 
The thickness was calculated from the condition of in- 
compressibility. It is seen that the two stretch ratios i., 
and L, in the directions perpendicular to the longitudi- 
nal axis change in different manner. If the material 
were isotropic we must have L, = L, in this case. 

3. Isorropy 4. Sness-strain relations 

It is generally accepted in the literature that skin in Stress-strain relations of rabbit skin are time depen- 
cico is anisotropic (Langer. 1861; FinIay. 1969: Gibson dent and therefore not unique. Fung ~1371) suggested 
er al.. 1969). Relaxed skin in vitro is anisotropic as well that for soft tissues in a wide range of strain rates the 
(Ridge and Wright, 1966: Kenedi et al., 1964). The ani- stress-strain relationship is insensitive to the strain 
sotropy of rabbit skin can be easily demonstrated in a rate in a constant strain-rate test. but is different in 
biaxial test by comparing results of two identical tests loading and unloading. Consequently he felt that if a 
performed in two normal directions. In the present stretching is imposed instantaneously (as a step func- 
work it was found that the surface anisotropy (aniso- tion). the instantaneous stress obtained ivill be a un- 
tropy of quantities measured in the surface of the skin) ique function of the strain. He calls this instantaneous 
of comparable specimens from different animals vary response the ‘elastic response’. This point will be dis- 
greatly. Compare Figs. ;a and b. The rabbit skin, cussed later in view of the present results. On the other 
although anisotropic, seems to exhibit a symmetry hand, Pate1 and Janicki (1970) stretched canine arteries 
with respect to two normal planes, i.e.-it is orthotro- biaxially in a sequence of inflation,‘deflation and esten- 
pic. Those planes are associated with the preferred sion, contraction steps and found (a) no significant hys- 
orientation of the collagen fibers in the skin. A strong teresis if stresses arc measured every tims after a relax- 

F&N 

Fig. 5 Response of rabbit skin in a uniaxial tension test. Stretching in s-direction (length of hod>) at a 
constant rate. F, = load in stretched direction; i., = stretch ratio in the direction of body width: i., = 
stretch ratio in the direction perpendicular to the skin calculated under the assumption of incompressibi- 

lity of the skin. 
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.tuon of i mm, (b) UK final stress corresponding to the dimension to keep it constant. Different values of the 
same strain was equal in any different sequences of constant transverse stretch ratio (Q will yield different 
steps. stressstrain relations, see Fig. 8. 

This result suggests that in a dog’s arteries the 
relaxed stress is uniquely related to the strain. The vali- 
dity of this result in other kinds of tissues is an open 
question which need to be tested experimentally. 

The preliminary results obtained so far point to 
some difficulties in the exact interpretation of the 
results of biaxial tests of rabbit skin. Experimental data 
must be cautiously examined before any conclusions 
can be reached. With this in mind we proceed to pres- 
ent the results of our tests: 

1. Biaxial slow-rate-of-stretch tests yielded results 
represented in Fig. 6. Several features are noticeable: 
(a) Stress-strain relations are nonlinear-the stiffness 
of the tissue increases with increasing strain. (b) Con- 
siderable hysteresis exists in all strain rates. (c) The 
stress-strain relations are only slightly dependent on 
the strain-rate: Higher strain-rate increases the stress. 
(d) The descending curve does not terminate in the ori- 
gin. A preconditioned specimen will return to the ori- 
ginal dimensions only after a long period of relaxation. 

2. A typical result of a uniaxial tension test of rabbit 
skin is given in Fig. 5. The features of the stress-strain 
relationship in the stretched direction are similar to 
those of the biaxial stretch tests. The transverse dimen- 
sion changes continuously during the test. Calculation 
of the thickness changes indicate the existence of a 
minimum thickness which is attributed to buckling of 
the skin in the transverse direction. Comparison of a 
uniaxial tension and a biaxial stretch test of the same 
specimen (Fig. 7) shows that at a given stretch ratio in 
the loading direction the stress in the uniaxial test is 
considerably lower than that in the biaxial stretch con- 
dition. 

Results of biaxial stretch test at constant rates of 
stretch performed on the same specimen in nvo differ- 
cnr directions-first stretchrd in the .\--direction. then 
stretched in the y-direction. with the transverse stretch 
ratio kept at l-are shown by solid curves in Fig. 7. 
Results of uniaxial tension tests of the same specimen 
with no load on the transverse edges are also shown 
in this figure by the dotted curves. 

3. Relaxation of the force in the main direction in a 
biaxial relaxation test followed patterns shown in Fig. 
9. The transverse force relaxes in a similar fashion. One 
immediate feature noticeable is that the relaxation 
curve depends on the strain or initial stress, i.e. the 
curves do not normalize to a single curve independent 
of strain or initial stress. Hence the rabbit skin is not 
linear with respect to time dependency. Another fea- 
ture is that in low stretch ratios the loads relaxed up 
to a certain value within the observation period (10 
min) and stayed in those values thereafter. 

In biaxial stretch tests we control the transverse 

The concept of ‘elastic response’ suggested by Fung 
(1971) seems to be valid in the case of rabbit skin. 
Figure 10 shows a comparison between the forces 
reached immediately after the step stretches in the bi- 
axial relaxation tests (filled circles) and those arrived 
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Fig. 7. Response of a specimen to stretch tests in two normal directions. Solid lines-responses in biaxial 
fests. Broken line-responses in uniasial tension tests. See test. 

by a slow, constant-rate-of-stretch test (solid curves) on 
the same specimen. The strain-rate of the step loading 
(corresponding to the dots) was about 800 mm/set: 
that of the slow stretch test (solid curves1 was about 
0.01 mm,kec. a difference of 40,000-fold. The dispersion 
of the dots around the curves is due to transient pro- 

blems in the stretching mechanism. The general agree- 
ment between the dots and the curves indicates again 

the low sensitivity of the stress-strain rsiations to 
strain-rate. 

The difference in the relaxation functions in the 
stretched direction (x) and transverse direction (y) is 
shown in Fig. 11. This refers to a single biaxial relasa- 
tion test. It is evident that the relaxation functions in 
the two directions cannot be normalized to a single 
curve. This suggests that the relaxation phenomenon is 
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Fig. 8. Variation of the response to biaxial stretch with various values of the transverse stretch ratio 6,). 
B >I.-Vol. 7. X0.1--E 
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Fig. 9. Relaxation of load in the ,r-direction after a step stretch to i,< in the s-direction while the stretch 
ratio in the transverse direction. i., is kept at 1. The various curves have different scales for load. 
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Fig. 10. Comparison between the forces reached immediately after the step stretches in the relaxation tests 
(filled circles) and those arrived by a slow, constant-rate-of-stretch test (solid curves) on the same specimen. 

a complicated one-it probably involves internal results shown in Fig. 12. The force in the stretched di- 
changes of oriented fibers in the tissue. rection relaxes in a manner similar to that in biaxial 

4. Relaxation after a step uniaxial stretch while the stretch tests. The transverse dimension, however, is nor 
transverse edges were free and without loading yielded constant. but.changes continuously during the relaxa- 
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tion process. The extent of that change in transverse crsass both the transverse dimension and the stress in 
dimension is about 5 per cent in 10 min. It seems that the srretched direction. 
a uniaxial relaxation test is not a true relaxation test 5. Temperature affects the mechanical properties of 
in the sense that all dimensions are not constant. This rabbit skin in a variety of manners, of which only a fe\h 
result again points to the adaptation of the tissue to have been tested in the present work. 
stretching. by reorientation of the collagen fibers to de- Figure 13 shows the results of a test in which the 
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Note similarity of curves of increasing and decreasing temperature. 

specimen was biaxially stretched and then allowed to The curves of increasing and decreasing temperature 
relax under constant dimensions for one hour. Its tem- are similar and the whole cycle was repeatable. When 
perature was then increased very slowly ( 5 O.Z3”C per this cycle was carried out faster the ascending and des- 
minute) up to 4O’C and decreased back to about 4T. tending curves became dissimilar. Those curves 
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curves-first cycle; Lower curves-third cycle. 
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became repeatable only after two more similar cycles. 
see Fig. 14. It seems that in cases of rapidly changing 
temperature the tissue requires ‘temperature precondi- 
tioning’ in order to obtain repeatable results. 

A similar phenomenon was observed when the 
dimensions under zero forces were measured under 
rapidly changing temperature, see Fig. 15. The first 
cycle was not repeatable and the dimensions changed 
considerably. In the subsequent cycles the changes of 
the dimensions with temperature were much smaller. 

The effect of temperature on the relaxed forces at 
constant dimensions depends on the stretch ratios of 
the specimen, see Fig. 16. In low stretch ratios increas- 
ing temperature will increase the forces. In higher 
stretch ratios the loads will decrease with increasing 
temperature. This behavior is similar to that of rubber 
and is the basis of the attempt to deal with skin as a 
rubbery material with respect to its mechanical 
properties (King and Lawton, 1950; Saunders, 1964). 

Biaxial mechanical tests are an important tool for 
the investigation of tissues. It was found. however. that 
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in the case of skin the results of mechanical tests must 
be interpreted cautiously. and that the tests must be 
performed carefully due to special properties of the tis- 
sue: Results are not repeatable under certain condi- 
tions and are always dispersed; a preconditioning pro- 
cess is necessary; the equilibrium configuration is 
hardly obtainable during the test procedure and can 
only be related to the fully relaxed configuration indir- 
ectly. The tissue swells considerably in normal saline 
during the first 3-4 hr but isquite stable afterwards (for 
at least 24 hr). The skin is anisotropic in its mechanical 
properties, but probably possesses orthotropic sym- 
metry. 

The mechanical tests showed that strain is uniquely 
related to the initial stress after a step increase in the 
strain, thus confirming Fung’s (197 1) hypothesis (‘elas- 
tic response’). Biaxial stress-strain relations in con- 
stant-rate-of-strain tests are nonlinear, and only 
slightly dependent on the strain-rate. They exhibit con- 
siderable hysteresis. Similar uniaxial tension tests (with 
no load on the transverse edges) result in lower 
stresses. Biaxial relaxation tests yield results which do 
not normalize to a single curve, thus pointing to non- 
linearity of time dependence and invalidity of Boltz- 
man hypothesis for rabbit skin. Loads in specimens 
subjected to low stretch ratios relax comparatively fast 
to a stable value. The initial stresses of biaxial relaxa- 
tion tests agree well with the stress-strain relations in 
constant-rate-of-strain tests (ascending part) which 
confirms the concept of ‘elastic response’. Lniaxial 
relaxation tests were found to be not true relaxation 
tests due to considerable changes in the transversed 
dimensions during the relaxation process. 

The temperature effect on the mechanical properties 
depends both on the rate of temperature change and 
on the strains and stresses in the tissue. Fast changes 
of the temperature yield unrepeatable results in the 
first few cycles. In low stretch ratios, increasing tem- 
perature will increase the loads but in high stretch 
ratios the effect is reversed-a behavior similar to that 
of rubber. 
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